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HLA-B*5701 Screening (Last updated December 1, 2007; last reviewed January 10, 2011)

The ABC HSR is a multiorgan clinical syndrome typically seen within the initial 6 weeks of ABC treatment.

This reaction has been reported in 5%–8% of patients participating in clinical trials when using clinical

criteria for the diagnosis, and it is the major reason for early discontinuation of ABC. Discontinuing ABC

usually promptly reverses HSR, whereas subsequent rechallenge can cause a rapid, severe, and even life-

threatening recurrence.1

Studies that evaluated demographic risk factors for ABC HSR have shown racial background as a risk factor,

with white patients generally having a higher risk (5%–8%) than black patients (2%–3%). Several groups

reported a highly significant association between ABC HSR and the presence of the major histocompatibility

complex (MHC) class I allele HLA-B*5701.2-3 Because the clinical criteria used for ABC HSR are overly

sensitive and may lead to false-positive ABC HSR diagnoses, an ABC skin patch test (SPT) was developed

as a research tool to immunologically confirm ABC HSR.4 A positive ABC SPT is an ABC-specific delayed

HSR that results in redness and swelling at the skin site of application. All ABC SPT–positive patients

studied were also positive for the HLA-B*5701 allele.5 The ABC SPT could be falsely negative for some

patients with ABC HSR and, at this point, is not recommended for use as a clinical tool. The PREDICT-1

study randomized patients before starting ABC either to be prospectively screened for HLA-B*5701 (with

HLA-B*5701–positive patients not offered ABC) or to standard of care at the time of the study (i.e., no HLA

screening, with all patients receiving ABC).6 The overall HLA-B*5701 prevalence in this predominately

white population was 5.6%. In this cohort, screening for HLA-B*5701 eliminated immunologic ABC HSR

(defined as ABC SPT positive) compared with standard of care (0% vs. 2.7%), yielding a 100% negative

predictive value with respect to SPT and significantly decreasing the rate of clinically suspected ABC HSR

(3.4% vs. 7.8%). The SHAPE study corroborated the low rate of immunologically validated ABC HSR in

black patients and confirmed the utility of HLA-B*5701 screening for the risk of ABC HSR (100%

sensitivity in black and white populations).7

On the basis of the results of these studies, the Panel recommends screening for HLA-B*5701 before starting

patients on an ABC-containing regimen (AI). HLA-B*5701–positive patients should not be prescribed ABC

(AI), and the positive status should be recorded as an ABC allergy in the patient’s medical record (AII).

HLA-B*5701 testing is needed only once in a patient’s lifetime; thus, efforts to carefully record and maintain

the test result and to educate the patient about its implications are important. The specificity of the HLA-

B*5701 test in predicting ABC HSR is lower than the sensitivity (i.e., 33%–50% of HLA-B*5701–positive

patients would likely not develop confirmed ABC HSR if exposed to ABC). HLA-B*5701 should not be

used as a substitute for clinical judgment or pharmacovigilance, because a negative HLA-B*5701 result does

not absolutely rule out the possibility of some form of ABC HSR. When HLA-B*5701 screening is not

Panel’s Recommendations

• The Panel recommends screening for HLA-B*5701 before starting patients on an abacavir (ABC)-containing regimen to
reduce the risk of hypersensitivity reaction (HSR) (AI).

• HLA-B*5701-positive patients should not be prescribed ABC (AI).

• The positive status should be recorded as an ABC allergy in the patient’s medical record (AII).

• When HLA-B*5701 screening is not readily available, it remains reasonable to initiate ABC with appropriate clinical
counseling and monitoring for any signs of HSR (CIII).

Rating of Recommendations: A = Strong; B = Moderate; C = Optional

Rating of Evidence: I = Data from randomized controlled trials; II = Data from well-designed nonrandomized trials or observational
cohort studies with long-term clinical outcomes; III = Expert opinion
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readily available, it remains reasonable to initiate ABC with appropriate clinical counseling and monitoring

for any signs of ABC HSR (CIII).
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